Transformation Award

Criteria: The successful recipients will illustrate / synthesize / demonstrate how their overall C4 experience has been shaped by their project journey and how they addressed any obstacles along the way. Applications should reference some or all of the following criteria: an evolution in skill or approach, a needed redirection, establishment of relationships, or impact on team perspective.

If your Team chooses to apply for this award, please have your responses to the following questions prepared to submit in the award application:

Q1: Please identify and describe a significant event or process that your team experienced this year. (max. 250 words)

Q2: Explain why the event or process identified above was significant and the transformation that followed. Since this is a team award, please ensure this is written from a group perspective. (max. 250 words)

Q3: Identify how this transformation allowed your team to pivot successfully to achieve a specific team goal. (max. 250 words)

If your team wins this award, we would like to play a short video of your team accepting the award or display an image at the awards ceremony.

Please use the box below to submit one of the following:
1. A publicly accessible link to a short video of your team (or the team representative) accepting the award (Google Drive, Dropbox, Teams). Please ensure video is no more than 20 seconds.
2. An image of all team members. You could use this Canva template to insert images of your team (https://www.canva.com/design/DAE6UsbDHeE/D7LfVN40RGzAprPBOfXww/view?utm_content=DAE6UsbDHeE&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton&mode=preview)